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Positions of Committees vs. Parties on the Floor

• Congressional scholars have claimed that committees are “preference
outliers" in policy positions compared to the chamber because members
seek assignments that match their special or district-based interests.

• Empirical studies give this theory mixed support and have tested it by us-
ing measures based on roll call votes. However, using roll call vote mea-
sures neglect information before a floor vote – especially within commit-
tees – that may be valuable in revealing true policy positions.

• Do committees have more partisan policy positions than the floor? Us-
ing committee and floor speech data, I extract the relative positions of
House committees and the floor on the policy area specific to each com-
mittee.

• Comparing positions from committee speech reveals varying
committee–floor partisanship gaps from committee to committee.

Committee Transcripts and the Congressional Record

• Raw data: Scraped transcripts of House committee hearings, along with
the Congressional Record.

• Parse every committee’s hearings into a single text per committee. Parse
each party’s House member floor speeches into a single text by party, to
serve as reference texts.

• Using topics identified by a PLDA model for every floor speech (Bonica
2016), map House floor speeches to committee by policy area.

• Preprocessing steps for each text:

– Remove stop-words and stem (nltk python package).

– Remove proper nouns and politically uninformative procedural
phrases (technical language of procedure and legislation).

– Remove speech from witnesses (committee texts).

– Generate counts of all two- and three-word phrases.

Measuring Partisanship with DW-NOMINATE Scores

• Previous studies have used aggregated roll call vote measures or interest
group scores to test whether committees are preference outliers.

• However, not every committee member participates equally in commit-
tee – varying amounts of committee participation by members may un-
derlie any skews in the preferences of the committees. I account for this
by weighting the average DW-NOMINATE score of a committee by mem-
bers’ participation rates in committee.

• Generate participation rates of committee members: Using committee
transcripts, calculate the relative number of times each member spoke
within each committee.

• Generate weighted score of each committee: Use committee members’
DW-NOMINATE scores and their relative participation rates as weights
to calculate a weighted average for each committee.

Measuring Partisanship from Speeches

Identify politically informative phrases: Following Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010), let fpl d

and fpl r be the total number of times phrase p of length l = 2 or 3 is used by Democrats and
Republicans, and let f∼pl d and f∼pl r be the total occurrences of length-l phrases that are not
phrase p spoken by Democrats and Republicans. The Pearson χ2 statistic for each phrase is:

χ2
pl =

( fpl r f∼pl d − fpl d f∼pl r )2

( fpl r + fpl d)( fpl r + f∼pl r )( fpl d + f∼pl d)( f∼pl r + f∼pl d)

Select the top 1,000 two-word phrases and 1,000 three-word phrases with the highest χ2
pl val-

ues, for a final set of 2,000 phrases.

Score committee speech using floor speech as the reference text, following Laver, Benoit,
and Garry (2003):

1. Generate scores from two reference texts: Use floor Democrats and floor Republicans as the
reference texts. Fpr is the relative frequency of each phrase p (in the selected set above)
used in reference text r . The probability that seeing phrase p means we are reading text r is
Ppr = Fpr∑

r Fpr
. For each phrase p, the expected position on dimension d when seeing phrase

p is Spd = ∑
r (Ppr · Ar d), where Ar d is the reference text’s a priori position. For the two a

priori positions, I use the two mean DW-NOMINATE scores of floor Democrats and floor
Republicans.

2. Score each committee’s text: Compute FpC , the relative frequency of each phrase in each
committee’s text. The score of a committee’s text is:

SC d =∑
p

(FpC ·Spd)

3. Transform committee text scores: Preserve the mean and relative positions of the commit-
tee text scores and set the variance equal to the variance of the floor texts:

S∗
C d = (SC d −SC̄ d)

(
SDr d

SDC d

)
+SC̄ d , where SC̄ d is the average score of the committee texts and SD

is standard deviation.

DW-NOMINATE Scores Show Varying Partisanship

Committee DW-NOMINATE scores, weighted by members’ participation (110th Congress).
Floor Democrats and Republicans had means of -0.347 and 0.647, respectively.
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Committee Speech vs. Related Floor Speech

This figure shows the results of extracting committee positions from speeches, for the 110th
Congress. The floor positions shown are the positions extracted from the floor speeches on
topics related to that committee’s policy area. The two reference texts are the set of all floor
speeches by Democrats and Republicans.
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Current Observations and Next Steps

• Committee speech scores differ from the related floor speech scores. The difference varies
by committee.

• Do members speak differently in committee than on the floor? Examine differences be-
tween committee speech and floor speech for individual members and factors that may
drive any differences.

• Has polarization grown within committees (policy-making) as it has in Congress (party
grand-standing?) Compare the gaps between parties within committee speeches and
within floor speeches.

• Further work on filtering floor speeches by topic in order to use all the committee and floor
speech data available.

• Incorporate comparisons across time and the Senate.
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